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 The film was directed by Glenn LeDuc and produced by Shawn Levy, Steven Paul, and Richard Saperstein. The movie features
the voices of Brian Tee, Phylicia Rashad, P. D. James, Whoopi Goldberg, William H. Macy, Isaiah Washington, the comedian
Sinbad, and Hugh Laurie. The film centers on the story of Joseph, a young boy sold into slavery by his jealous brothers. While

attempting to escape, Joseph dreams of a beautiful young woman who is able to interpret his dreams. Joseph then gains the trust
of Potiphar, the head of a wealthy house. Joseph eventually interprets Potiphar's dreams, and he sends Joseph to prison to work
for Potiphar. Potiphar later releases Joseph, who defeats his brothers and is crowned as the rightful king of Egypt. Plot After
Joseph's family is killed by his jealous brothers, Joseph is sold into slavery by his brothers and taken to Egypt. He works for a

Potiphar who makes him his cupbearer. Joseph's brothers try to kill him several times, but they are defeated. One night, Joseph
has a dream about a girl who appears to be the sun goddess Nut. Joseph is unable to interpret his dreams until his dreams about

her are revealed to be true. Joseph meets the cupbearer's daughter, Zuleika, and she helps him interpret the dreams. Joseph
defeats his brothers and becomes the viceroy of Egypt. Cast Brian Tee as Joseph P. D. James as Potiphar's wife Phylicia Rashad

as Joseph's mother Whoopi Goldberg as Potiphar's wife Sinbad as Joseph's brothers William H. Macy as Pharaoh Isaiah
Washington as Jacob Hugh Laurie as Potiphar Terence Stamp as Potiphar's chief steward Kevin Daniels as Head steward
Roscoe Orman as Old Joseph Don Brown as Ishmeel Carol Cleveland as Zuleika Production On February 9, 2000, Jerry

Bruckheimer announced that DreamWorks had green-lit two new animated projects, one being Joseph: King of Dreams. The
film was to be directed by Glenn LeDuc, who was also one of the directors on the 1998 film Pocahontas. LeDuc was a fan of

the 1993 Broadway musical and wanted to see the musical brought to the big screen. The animation for the film was to be done
in Japan by Toei Animation. According to 82157476af
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